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Recent News
Life Expectancy in U.S Drops for
First Time in Decades

Americans are Dying Younger, Saving Corporations Billions
August, 2017

December, 2016
Source: www.npr.org

Source: www.Bloomberg.com
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Recent News
Americans are Retiring Later, Dying Sooner and Sicker In-Between
October, 2017

Source: www.bloomberg.com
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US Mortality Rates Level Off

Chart Source: www.Bloomberg.com
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Longevity Gains Have Slowed

Chart Source: www.Bloomberg.com
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Estimated Life Expectancy in US Falls

Infants born in 2015 are expected to live on average to age 78.8 — a decline of 0.1 year from
2014. A decline in nationwide life expectancy at birth hasn’t happened in the US since 1993.

Chart & Quote Source: www.statnews.com
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Summary of Causes
2. Drug Deaths Rising in all 50 States

1. Lifestyle
Global & Regional Per Capita Food Consumption
(kcal per capita per day)

Source: WHO

3. Alcohol Deaths Reach 35-Year High

Source: CNN
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Source: Washington Post

Industry Implications
Industry Implications
• Mortality deterioration impacting different segments of the
population differently

• Lifestyle issues driving decrease are not impacting the top
economic segments of the population
• Pension funds with a broad base of beneficiaries likely to
become more solvent as the long-time increase in life
expectancy slows down – this is a function of population

HSCM Bermuda Opportunities
• Runoff blocks of life insurance are generally becoming
less valuable as mortality improvement decelerates or
reverses – we will take account of that in valuation
• Life settlements may become more valuable, though other
longstanding considerations for this asset segment must
also be diligenced (sales practices, insurance interest)
• Life contingent structured settlements may also warrant
revaluation

• Life insurers unlikely to become more solvent - US life
insurers take more mortality than longevity risk; purchases
weighted toward more affluent consumers less likely to be
impacted by lifestyle issues
• Affluent consumers may see slowdown in mortality
improvement as they approach “maximum lifespan.”

• Longevity creep has been a longstanding source of value
erosion to life settlements – slowdown may stabilize life
settlement assets (often involve larger policies from higher
net worth policyholders), who are less impacted
• Long-term care value has a complex relationship to
longevity and is generally a higher net worth product, less
likely to be impacted by the slowdown
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Notes & Disclosures
General:

We are providing you with the information herein solely in response to your specific
request for information related to the opportunity(ies) discussed herein (collectively the
“Information”). The Information is confidential and as of the date(s) indicated, has not been
audited, and is intended solely for general informational purposes. The Information is based on
the analysis of certain data provided to Hudson Structured Capital Management Ltd. and its
affiliates (collectively, “HSCM”) from third-party sources believed to be accurate and reliable -any of which may be erroneous or change without notice. The Information reflects current views,
estimates, assumptions and models of HSCM, and may not take into account material economic,
market and other factors that could impact decision making. Although HSCM utilizes views,
estimates, assumptions and models it believes to be reasonable, other views, estimates,
assumptions and models also may be reasonable, and could end up being more accurate -there can be no assurance that any expected or delineated outcome will be achieved. The
Information is subject to on-going review and revision, and is by no means exhaustive. We have
no obligation (express or implied) to update any or all of the Information or to advise you of any
changes or errors; nor do we make any express or implied warranties or representations as to
the completeness, accuracy or otherwise, or accept any responsibility for errors. This
Information is provided to you on the specific understanding that, as a sophisticated investor,
you will understand and accept the inherent limitations herein, will not rely on them in making
any decision.

Performance Returns: Expected, estimated and targeted returns, internal rates of returns, cash
flows and yields (collectively referred to as “Returns”) expressed herein are based upon HSCM’s
views, estimates and models, which have inherent limitations. There can be no assurance that
the Returns (or the assumptions on which they are based) will be achieved or are realistic in any
given market condition. The Returns are based, in part, on the investment team’s analysis and
views of opportunities related to an investment’s asset class in light of current and historical
market and other conditions. There is no guarantee that these conditions will be applicable or
will continue to be applicable. Market conditions, leverage, profits or losses on sales of
investments, purchase prices, Returns, holding periods, default rates, future changes in interest
rates, taxes and/or laws and regulations, among other factors, may differ -- perhaps materially -from those shown or used herein, or may not be accounted for. Returns for individual positions

and portfolios are neither a guarantee nor prediction or projection of future performance, and
should not be relied upon.
Non-Solicitation: The Information is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy
or sell any security or to participate in any investment or trading strategy. No person has been
authorized to give any information or to make any representations regarding an investment or
trading strategy and, if given or made, such information or representation must not be relied
upon as having been authorized or made by any fund or HSCM. Any offer of securities or
recommendation to make any investment or undertake a trading strategy will only be made
pursuant to a definitive offering memorandum and/or other appropriate documents (and all other
customary ancillary documents) that are indicated as such, and that contain material information
not contained herein and which, as appropriate, supersede and/or qualify this Information. Any
decision to invest or participate must only be made after reviewing such definitive offering
memorandum and/or other appropriate documents (and ancillary documents), conducting such
investigations and performing such analysis as you deem necessary.

Suitability: An investment in an alternative investment asset class (including hedge funds,

investments. Investors must carefully review and consider any potential risks before investing,
and consult their own investment, legal, accounting and tax advisors in order to make an
independent determination of the appropriateness and consequences of such an investment.
Investors could bear the financial risks of such an investment for an indefinite period of time as
there will likely be no public market for such an investment and it may have limited or no liquidity.

Confidentiality / Material Non-public Information : By reviewing this Information, you agree that
you will, and you will cause your directors, partners, officers, employees, attorney(s), agents,
affiliates and representatives (collectively, “Representatives”), to use the Information only to
evaluate, as a general matter, your potential interest in the subject matter included herein and for
no other purpose, and will not divulge any such Information to any other person. Any
reproduction or distribution of this Information, in whole or in part, is strictly prohibited. The
Information herein may include material, non-public information, which may restrict you from
investing and conducting transactions under applicable statutes and regulations. You are solely
responsible for making your own determinations of such and following applicable laws and
regulations, and your internal policies and procedures.

Release of Liability: By accepting or reviewing this Information, you agree that you will, and you
will cause your Representatives to completely and irrevocably release HSCM and hold it fully
harmless from any and all liability or losses that result or could result if you determine to, or
determine not to, make an investment in the subject matter contained herein -- whether or not
such decisions are based on the Information.

Forward-Looking Statements:

The Information may contain forward-looking statements,
including observations about markets and industry and regulatory trends as of the date hereof.
Forward-looking statements may be identified by, among other things, the use of words such as
“expects,” “anticipates,” “believes,” “estimates,” “may”, “will”, “should”, “targets”, “projects”,
“intends” or “continues” or the negatives of these terms, and similar expressions. Forwardlooking statements reflect our views as of such date with respect to possible future events.
Actual results could differ -- perhaps materially -- from those in the forward-looking statements.
Investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such statements.

Gross Performance and Example: Any gross actual or expected Returns shown herein do not
reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses including, but not limited to, investment advisory
fees (i.e., management and performance fees and allocations), banking, brokerage and
transactional fees, custodial expenses, and any other fees or expenses. Investment advisory
fees generally are described in applicable offering documents, agreements and/or HSCM’s most
recent Form ADV. An investment’s Returns will be reduced as a result of investment advisory
fees, and all other fees and expenses. As a hypothetical example, if no management fees were
paid on an investment that generated a 10% return each year for five years, it would appreciate
by 61%. If a 1.0% annual management fee was paid related to the investment, the appreciation
would only be 54%, or seven percentage points lower, and would be reduced further after
payment of performance and other fees and expenses.

Past performance and historical trends do not imply, forecast, predict or
guarantee future results. There can be no assurance that an investment or
strategy will be profitable or achieve a targeted or expected return. You could
lose some or all of your money in the investment discussed herein.

private equity funds and venture capital funds like those managed by HSCM) can be speculative
and is not suitable for all investors. Investing in such asset classes is intended only for
experienced and sophisticated investors who are willing to bear the risks associated with such
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